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Spoken by more than 350,000 people. Ma consists of 20 to 30 lo-

cal variants (Vofien 1977) which will be dealt with in a later

publication and should not be distinguished for the purpose of

a general comparative study of Eastern Nilotic languages. When

talking about their own language, the Maasai, like their kins-

men, the Sampur and Camus (see below), refer to ol-maft , i.e.,

^aa is considered one linguistic unit, whereas the principal e-

conomic and cultural features of its speakers, not to speak of

their historical origin, may be different.

Field research on Maa (as a whole) has most extensively been

carried out, independently from one another, by B. Heine and by

myself. Informants, who helped in collecting data, were too nu-

merous to be singled out here. Their names and other personal

information will be given in later studies devoted especially

to Maa. To convey an idea of the geographical origin of the da-

ta, our informants* homes have been compiled on Map 16.

So far, Maa (Ma) is probably the best documented Eastern Ni-

lotic language. It goes without saying that Tucker & Mpaayei's

Maasai Grammar (1955) should be given priority in the present

study. Further material is taken from Hohenberger 1958a, Tucker

and Bryan 1966, and in very few cases from Mol 1978.

7.1.17. Sampur (Sa)

According to Heine (1980a:57) , sa is spoken by approximately

60,000 people. All data used here are taken from Heine's and my

own field-notes. As in the case of Ma, assistance was received

from people who are too many to be named individually, except

for Mr. John Kamau L e r e c h, aged 20 (in 1976), from Wamba,

who has been Heine's main informant, and Mr. Nkambuni, then

c. 35 years old, born and grown up in Nkurunit.

7.1.18. Camus (Ca)

The Camus, who are better known by the names of Tl:^^u< and

Njemps (or Njamusi), number about 7,000 (cf. Heine (1980a : 57)

.

Together with 5«, their dialect forms a northern sub-division
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of Mam dialects.

Until recently the ca dialect was never dealt with in the

literature. All data are taken from Heine 1980b and my own field-

notes collected during several trips to Lake Baringo, the home-

land of the Camus people, between 1975 and 1979. My main infor-

mant was Mr. Edward Parkolua from Salabani, now aged c. 34.

7.2. Phonology

Eastern Nilotic phonological systems will briefly be discus-

sed under three major headings: consonants, vowels, and tone.

The reader may consider my description inadequate in some re-

spects and I do feel I should confess so. There are two main rea-

sons for this: First of all, a full discussion of Eastern Nilo-

tic phonology would go beyond the scope of the present study;

secondly, even if there was no reason of economy, half or more

of the languages under consideration could not be f u 1 1 y ana-

lysed and described in whatever respect for lack of reliable

data. I therefore decided to focus on such elements and phenom-

ena which are immediately connected with the comparative lexi-

cal data further below.

7.2.1. The BARI Group

7.2.1,1. Bari (proper)

Ba phonology has been described comprehensively by E.M.

Yokwe - by birth a native speaker of ''Southern Bari" who "has

spent much of his life in Juba and has normalized his speech to

Central Bari" (Hall & Yokwe 1979:285) - in his remarkable (un-

published) M.A. thesis (1977/78). Mr. Yokwe 's study, which I

strongly recommend to anybody who wants more details on Ba^

forms the basis for the following notes.

7.2.1.1.1. Consonants

Obetruents

Ba phonemic obstruents are predominantly stops, but also one
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